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  [12.03 pm] 

 

SJH:   Could I just ask counsel to make sure they speak distinctly into the 

microphones please, apparently one submitter has a difficulty in 

hearing at the back, thank you.  Ms Robinson, you are for the 5 

Canterbury Sports Limited? 

 

MS ROBINSON:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   Ms MacLean, you are for Fulton Hogan and the Conservation and 10 

Wildlife Trust again? 

 

MS MacLEAN:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   Ms Appleyard you are for Burwood Resource Recovery Park, CIAL, 15 

Orion and the Lyttelton Port Company? 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Yes, sir, and I have just inherited Garden City 

Helicopters. 

 20 

SJH:   All right, thank you.  Ms Reese you are for Mr Bridgeman? 

 

MS REESE:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   Ms Walsh, you are for the Rūnanga on this occasion? 25 

 

MS WALSH:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   Ms Crawford, you are for Christchurch Gondola? 

 30 

MS CRAWFORD:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   Ms Marks, you are the Carter Group and the Christchurch Stadium 

Trust? 

 35 

MS MARKS:   Just the Christchurch Stadium. 

 

SJH:   Just the Christchurch Stadium Trust, thank you.  And, Mr Riach, you are 

for Coastguard Canterbury? 

 40 

MR RIACH:   I am, sir. 

 

SJH:   The Christchurch Stadium Trust raises another issue for me, I was 

involved at the time of construction, I am no longer involved but I 

would recuse myself in relation to anything to do with that as well as 45 

the earlier declarations I have made.   
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 Could we just record submitters that are present please? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes, sir, my name is Craig Edwards representing the Naval 

Point Club, Lyttelton. 5 

 

  [12.05 pm] 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 10 

MS MARTIN:   Anne Martin representing Hands Off Hagley.   

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MS McLEOD:   Ainsley McLeod for Transpower, sir. 15 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MR GOW:   Neil Gow, the Elmwood Club. 

 20 

SJH:   Thank you. I think everybody, all the submitters have been here 

previously so we don’t need to go through what the statement of issues 

is about, we can go straight through it.  Any amendments? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir, I do have a couple. On page 5, sir, in issue 2. 25 

 

SJH:   Page 5, issue 2, did you say? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir.  In the text below the issue can you delete the words “at 

18.2.2.1” and replace with “for all Open Space Zones”. 30 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MS SCOTT:   On page 8, sir, issue 25, that is in fact an issue focused on the 

central city so if we could renumber that issue, issue 36A. 35 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MS SCOTT:   On page 10 under issue 39 the words “for proposal 19”, that 

should refer to “proposal 18”.   40 

 

SJH:   General issues? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir, under general issues, under issue 39.   

 45 

SJH:   Oh, I see down below for proposal 19 it should read 18. 
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MS SCOTT:   Yes, thank you. 

 

SJH:   Yes, thank you. 

 5 

MS SCOTT:   Issue 40, in the first line within the brackets it says “at 18.7” that 

also needs to refer to the equivalent central city provisions, so it needs 

to add “and 13.7.4”. 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 10 

 

MS SCOTT:   And then, finally, issue 44 on page 11, the Crown has requested 

that this be amended to include at the end “or another more appropriate 

proposal”. 

 15 

SJH:   So that is (INDISTINCT 2.35) or another more appropriate proposal? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, which means we would need a comma after “including 

central city matters” and deletion of the word “or”. 

 20 

MS DAWSON:   So this is in the text along the side issues - - - 

 

SJH:   It is in the text at the top, yes. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, so I can read issue 44. 25 

 

SJH:   Right, if you would do that for us. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Sure.  “Should the following rules be accommodated in the open 

space proposal including central city matters, a district-wide general 30 

rules proposal or another more appropriate proposal?” 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MS SCOTT:   That is all, sir, thank you. 35 

 

SJH:   Mr Carranceja, that incorporates a Crown concern, are there any others 

that the Crown has? 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Yes, sir, just one small issue. In terms of the list of 40 

definitions the Council has included a definition for indigenous 

vegetation clearance.  Just to capture everything the definition of 

indigenous vegetation itself needs to be added to that list, sir. 

 

SJH:   All right, that will be so added.  Are there any other counsel have issues 45 

with the statement of issues? 
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MS APPLEYARD:   Yes, sir, I indicated I just inherited Garden City 

Helicopters, I haven’t had a chance to have a look at this in detail 

myself.  Issue 23 is under the heading “Open Space Zone”, “would it 

be appropriate to delete the provisions for heli-landing areas in the 5 

zone?” 

 

SJH:   Yes. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   I am not sure whose submission issue 23 relates to but 10 

Garden City Helicopters does have a submission seeking exemptions or 

deletions with respect to the Special Purpose Airport Zone and I am not 

sure whether this is a different issue, the same issue and it has just 

ended up under the wrong heading, so I will just ask Ms Scott to sort 

that out offline and we can deal with that separately - - - 15 

 

SJH:   All right, that can be filed with the amended one. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Thank you.   

 20 

SJH:   Any other counsel?  Yes, Ms Walsh? 

 

MS WALSH:   Yes, sir, we have spoken with the Council about this, TRONT 

just seeks one amendment to issue 11 such that it would read “Do the 

objectives - - - 25 

 

SJH:   Just let us get it first.  Yes, issue 11. 

 

MS WALSH:   Issue 11, page 6.  So it would read, “Do the objectives, policies, 

rules and matters for discretion appropriately recognise and provide for 30 

the protection of the historic and contemporary relationship of 

Ngāi Tahu with open spaces or taonga within them”, and my 

understanding that that has been agreed to by the Council, sir. 

 

  [12.10 pm] 35 

 

SJH:   Is that so, Ms Scott? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, I can confirm that. 

 40 

SJH:   Yes, thank you, we will accept that amendment. 

 

MS MacLEAN:   Sir, on behalf of Isaac Conservation Wildlife Trust at 

paragraph 10 of the memorandum filed, we submit that an additional 

issue is added in respect of the Open Spaces McLeans Island Zone 45 

found on page 7, sir, and that is in particular what, if any provision 
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should be made for major sports facilities.  I have just spoken with 

Ms Scott and I understand that is not opposed, sir. 

 

SJH:   For any major sporting? 

 5 

MS MacLEAN:   Facilities. 

 

MS DAWSON:   That is in the McLeans Island Zone, did you say? 

 

MS MacLEAN:   Yes. 10 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Do any of the submitters have an issue with the statement of 

issues?  I think we have a late submitter who has just arrived, perhaps 

we should have her on the record, if you give your number and your 

name please? 15 

 

MS SMITH:   Paula Smith from the Lyttleton Mount Herbert Community 

Board, sorry I have not got the submitter number with me at the 

moment. 

 20 

SJH:   Okay, thank you, and you have seen the statement of issues? 

 

MS SMITH:  Yes. 

 

SJH:   And you have no amendments to it? 25 

 

MS SMITH:   No, sir, thank you. 

 

SJH:   Thank you, does anybody else have amendments?  All right, thank you, 

well that can be filed again by the close of business tomorrow.   30 

 

 Mediation is suggested for 17 December, does anybody have an issue 

with that particular date and just to remind again, anyone attending on 

behalf of an organisation needs to have authority to bind that 

organisation.  We will also, as we have with every other Chapter, 35 

encourage parties to enter into informal mediation with the Council or 

with any other affected submitters or parties. 

 

 Your list of witnesses, Ms Scott, is at paragraph 8? 

 40 

MS SCOTT:   It is, sir, and I would like to add to that a landscape expert. 

 

SJH:   Landscape expert, thank you. 

 

MS SCOTT:   I have also had an opportunity to read the memorandum filed on 45 

behalf of Fulton Hogan.  It lists the experts that are being called in the 
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Rural hearing for the rezoning that they are seeking between the 

Templeton Golf Course and the adjacent Open Space Zone.  The 

Council intends to rely on the evidence it has filed in that Rural hearing 

for that rezoning. 

 5 

SJH:   So it will just be a cross-referencing? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, it will be, and that evidence would have been heard by 

then. So unless any other new issues arise, that evidence has already 

been filed and a little bit still to come, so that also raises an issue in 10 

terms of expert conferencing.  We do have some site specific rezonings 

within this hearing and so the conferencing will need to be focused 

between the respective experts who are interested in a particular site. 

 

SJH:   All right, it is a matter of liaising with the Secretariat to so structure it. 15 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Mr Carranceja? 

 20 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Sir, thank you. The intention, sir, for this hearing is the 

Crown will cross-reference to its previous evidence from Natural and 

Cultural Heritage, so just four witnesses, sir.  The first one is a witness 

regarding the Avon River Precinct Anchor Project, the second witness 

is a DOC planner to cross-reference to that in Natural and Cultural 25 

Heritage, and then two additional planners, one to deal with open space 

outside the central city and the other to deal with open space within the 

central city, sir, thank you. 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Ms Robinson? 30 

 

MS ROBINSON:   Thank you, sir.  Canterbury Sports Limited will be calling a 

planner addressing built form and a planner who specialises in leisure 

and open space, and there will be a representative of Canterbury Sports 

speaking to the submission as well. 35 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Ms MacLean? 

 

MS MacLEAN:   Thank you, sir. 

 40 

SJH:   Into the microphone, please.  You can use the one in front of you as long 

as you make sure you speak into it. 

 

MS MacLEAN:   Thank you, sir.  As Ms Scott has pointed out in respect of 

Fulton Hogan there will be 13 witnesses but they will be the witnesses 45 

called in Chapter 17 in respect of the Rural. 
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SJH:   So it will simply be a cross-referencing with any additional that may be 

relevant? 

 

MS MacLEAN:   Indeed, sir. On behalf of Isaac Conservation Wildlife Trust 5 

there will be three witnesses in respect of open spaces, they will be an 

ornithologist, a trust representative and a planning witness, sir. 

 

  [12.15 pm] 

 10 

SJH:   Are they the same witnesses you are calling another outfit from earlier 

today? 

 

MS MacLEAN:  I anticipate they are, sir, yes. 

 15 

SJH:   All right, well, again it can be a cross-referencing. 

 

MS MacLEAN:   Indeed. 

 

SJH:  Thank you. Ms Appleyard? 20 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Yes, there’s no one new in the stable of witnesses that we 

are cross-referencing and there will be specific planning evidence in 

relation to this Chapter. 

 25 

SJH:   Thank you.  Ms Reese? 

 

MS REESE:   Just a planner and a submitter statement. 

 

SJH:  Thank you. Ms Walsh? 30 

 

MS WALSH:   Thank you, sir. A cultural witness, landscape architect and 

planner for Te Runanga and that will be cross-referenced where 

possible, sir. 

 35 

SJH:   Thank you. Ms Crawford? 

 

MS CRAWFORD:  Yes, sir, the experts for Chapter 9 will be cross-referenced 

as appropriate, there may be a need for a recreational expert in addition 

for Christchurch Gondola. 40 

 

SJH:   All right, thank you, noted. Ms Marks? 

 

MS MARKS:   Sir, no experts. 

 45 

SJH:   Thank you. Mr Riach? 
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MR RIACH:   Sir, subject to one point, there will be one witness for 

Coastguard Canterbury to speak to his submission and also provide 

some statistical information that may be of assistance. The point I was 

referring to is that the issue which Coastguard submits on, which is 5 

issue 15 in the memorandum, may be affected by a quantitative risk 

analysis that has been asked to be done in relation to the Port Recovery 

Plan.  

 

SJH:   That was the one directed by the Chairman of that Panel? 10 

 

MR RIACH:   Correct, sir, yes. Whether that is actually concluded by the date 

of hearing of this matter is not known, obviously it is speculated at the 

moment. 

 15 

SJH:   Given the evidence the Oil Company gave us about the time it would 

take to do that on an earlier pre-hearing, it should be well completed by 

the date of this hearing. 

 

MR RIACH:   Well, I would hope so, sir, and depending on the outcome - - - 20 

 

SJH:   But we probably won’t hold our breaths. 

 

MR RIACH:   Sorry, depending on the outcome of that, it may be necessary for 

an expert to be called, but we just don’t know yet, sir. 25 

 

SJH:  All right, but you reserve that right? 

 

MR RIACH:   I do, sir. 

 30 

SJH:  Yes, thank you. Now, does your club propose calling evidence or any 

expert evidence or just a witness from the club? 

 

MR EDWARDS:  Sir, it is certainly our firm hope that we’re able to reach 

agreement with the Christchurch City Council regarding wording in the 35 

proposed zone prior to then, but of course there’s no guarantee that that 

will be achieved, but I can report to this meeting that we are attempting 

to progress that and we have had recent meetings where there has been 

some progress made. So I guess we do need to reserve the right to call 

our expert witnesses if it is necessary. 40 

 

SJH:   So what witnesses would you be calling if you are unsuccessful in your 

negotiations? 

 

MR EDWARDS:  Look, I am sorry, I cannot provide details of exactly what 45 

evidence we would need to present, but it is likely that we would need 
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to provide evidence to the Court to establish the importance of that area 

to the community and that it is protected for recreational marine 

activities, and I guess that could take the form of planning expert 

evidence and likely evidence from the community as well. 

 5 

SJH:  Okay. 

 

MR EDWARDS:   So Graeme Riach for Coastguard also raised the issue 

relating to the quantitative risk assessment, obviously that issue has 

huge implications for the club as well, so matters could relate to the 10 

findings of that report also. 

 

SJH:  Thank you.  

 

MR EDWARDS:   Thank you. 15 

 

SJH:   Hands Off Hagley? 

 

MS DINGWALL:   Yes, sir, we have two expert witnesses for the Natural 

Heritage Chapter, I expect those same witnesses - - - 20 

 

SJH:   So they can cross-reference their evidence? 

 

MS DINGWALL:   Cross-reference, yes. 

 25 

SJH:   Thank you very much. Ms McLeod? 

 

MS McLEOD:  Sir, Transpower would like to reserve the right to call a 

planner, but the matters are related to corridor protection and a single 

policy and are hopeful that they can be resolved. 30 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Elmwood Club? 

 

MR GOW:   Your Honour, no, we are staying with our written statement, we 

won’t be calling anybody. 35 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Ms Smith? 

 

MS SMITH:   Good morning, sir, just like to speak for 10 minutes to our 

submission, thank you. 40 

 

SJH:  Okay, thank you. All right, well, thank you. The expert conferencing 

then, the topics have been well laid out. The site specific ones you have 

identified as well, Ms Scott, so that can be sorted out with the 

secretariat, 26 November is set aside for that. I imagine one day is 45 

sufficient? 
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MS SCOTT:   Yes, I think so, sir. I didn’t hear any witnesses being called on 

those site specific re-zonings. 

  

SJH:   No, which is rather strange. 5 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, but perhaps if the invitation goes out offering that for 

conferencing and then we can work through that with the secretariat. 

  

SJH:   Thank you. The updated red line version of the proposal, 19 November? 10 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, thank you, sir. 

 

   [12.20 pm] 

 15 

SJH:   Thank you. Council’s evidence, 19 January. Submitter evidence, 

27 January. Rebuttal evidence, 4 February. Applications for leave to 

cross-examine by 10 February. If people require longer than the default 

10 minutes they should include the application for a longer time and 

their reasons in the leave application. The evidence will be pre-20 

circulated, if it is filed by 3.00 pm it will be served by the website, but 

the obligation for service remains with submitters, not the secretariat. 

 

 If anyone seeks to file late documents they need to file that document 

along with a leave application giving reasons for the lateness. Evidence 25 

will be pre-read and, as with other Chapters, we expect a 10 minute 

highlight package from both lay and expert witnesses. If parties feel 

their witnesses need longer than that, they can make an application for 

a longer period setting out the reasons, and we have already referred to 

the fact that the expert witnesses will cross-reference evidence they 30 

may have given in earlier Chapters. 

 

 Brief legal openings, which may be in writing, if parties seek to speak 

to them they need to give the secretariat three working days advice. We 

grant leave to parties to file closing legal submissions in writing, they 35 

also of course have the right to attend and speak to submissions if they 

wish to do so. We will timetable that in the course of the hearing.  

 

 The hearing is set down for four days on 17, 19, 22 and 23 February. I 

think everybody here knows Mr Ball, the Friend of Submitter, anyway, 40 

so I won’t go through my usual spiel with that, but if you want 

assistance from him you can approach him immediately when we close 

the hearing. 

 

 Ms Scott, do you have anything? 45 
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MS SCOTT:   Just one matter, there is one submission raised in my 

memorandum at paragraph 6A, it is submitter number 2178, who is 

Ms Natalie Edward, a scope issue is raised there, sir. 

  

SJH:   All right, thank you. B has already been dealt with, so we don’t need to 5 

concern that, so if the submitter mentioned at 6A, 2178, wishes to 

maintain that the submission is in fact in the scope they can file a 

memorandum with the Panel within five working days, response from 

the Council within three working days. I overlooked saying that if any 

legal submissions are longer than three pages, we require a contents 10 

page.  

 

 Mr Carranceja, the Crown have anything? 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   No, sir, thank you. 15 

 

SJH:   Any other counsel wish to raise anything? Any submitters? All right, 

thank you. We will retire for the next pre-hearing, thank you. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you, sir. 20 

 

ADJOURNED [12.23 pm]  


